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RECENT STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
RISK ANALYSIS IN THE NUCLEAR FIELD

A. Birkhofer, Technical University of MUNICH

From the beginning, in Germany as well as in other countries,
safety assessment in the field of nuclear engineering has been based mainly on
deterministic analysis of accidents and on the capability of safety systems to
cope with them. Probabilities played only an implicit and qualitative role
("credible", reliable-).

Rather early,however,there were efforts to take probabilities
Into consideration also in a quantitative way. Especially, methods have been
developed and data collected, which allow to assess quantitatively the reliability
of safety systems.

Progress made in the last years, now renders possible an
assessment of the accidental risks from nuclear plants. However, there is still
a considerable range of uncertainty. The subject of "risk analysis" is playing
an Increasing role in reactor safety assessment and in the public discussion.

Risk analysis comprises, as an essential part, reliability
analyses by means of which probabilities of system failures are calcuited.
Reliability analyses are very meaningful for the assessment of safety, even
without the evaluation of consequences resulting from system failures, /
/ £•*

This paper describes the pjresent status of reliability as well
as of risk analyses in the field of nuclear safety in the Federal Republic of
Germany. An attemp 1s made to select typical examples rather than to give a complete
survey.

Prior to a discussion of the present importance of reliability
analyses, the status of analytical methods and the available data base will be
reviewed.
- Reliability codes

Reliability analyses for complex systems are performed
predominantly with the aid of fault trees. For the analysis of large fault trees
computer codes have to be used. These codes are based either on analytical method,
that means direct computation from the logical links, or on simulative methods,
e.g. the Monte-Carlo simulation of component failures and recording of resulting
system failures. In principle,simulation 1s more flexible.It requires, however,
longer computing time compared with analytical methods to give sufficiently accurate
results.Therefore attempts have been made to reduce computing time by the development
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of combined analytical/simulative methods.

In addition advanced codes have been developed, which allow the calculation of

confidence limites of the results, starting from the error bounds of the

component data. Other developments are aiming, for instance, at substitution

the binary "logic in fault trees ("survival" or "fai lure") by a more real ist ic

simulation, or at consideration of dependences between component failures.

- Component data
The situation with regard to the reliability data is still rather unsatisfactory
for a number of components. Reliability data so far contain considerable
uncertainties, especially for process engineering and structural components.
To some degree this problem can be alleviated by means of sensitivity studies,
which evaluate the effect of uncertainties of the component data on the error
bounds of the calculated overall reliability of the systems.

Substantial progress is expected from a systematic collection and evaluation
of operating experience from nuclear plants. As a pilot study, In Germany data
have been collected from a lignite-fired 300 MWe power plant from 1972 to 1978.
In this project data from more than 13.000 components have been included. On the
basis of this experience a similar data collection in_a nuclear power plant
was started in 1977.

- Common-mode failures

Specific problems are posed to the re l iab i l i t y analysis by possible common mode

failures. This type of fai lure becomes the more Important the less sensitive a

system is to random fai lures.

Many possible sources of common-mode failures can be discovered "automatically"

by a systematic re l iab i l i t y analysis. In most cases, however, 1t 1s d i f f i cu l t

to quantify the probability of common-mode failures and often this is only

possible on the basis of estimates. Improvements are expected through evaluation

of operation experiences, not only with respect to component failures but also to

system failures.

- Human Influence

Experiences show that 1n some cases Incidents have been worsened or even have

been directly be caused by Interventions of operation personnel.
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On the other hand, human versatility and adaptability, which are unequalled by

automatic systems, have prevented adverse effects in numerous cases. Both

aspects can in principle be taken into account by re l iabi l i ty analyses. I t i s ,

however, dif f icult to find proper probability values. In Germany also efforts

are being made to achieve progress in this respect.

' - Structural re l iabi l i ty

A crit ical point is the evaluation of failure probabilities of large mechanical

or structural components of very high re l iabi l i ty like the reactor containment.

Efforts have been initiated to solve this problem by using probabilistic methods

of structural analysis. Here also, the acquisition of data is crucial.

- Process computers

To an increasing extent process computers are applied in nuclear plants, also

for safety functions. Therefore, for several years, the hardware and software

rel iabi l i ty of process computers has been studied. At present, evaluation work

is going on, aimed at an assessment of the practical experience achieved with

an computerized protection system, which has been in operation for several

years. This system is operating in an on-line; open-loop mode, in parallel to a

conventional reactor protection system . I t is expected, that activities in this

f ield wil l become useful in particular in the quality-assurance of computerized

'Instrumentation.

After this survey of the status of methods and the available data base, I wi l l

shortly deal with the present significance of re l iabi l i ty analyses in the f ie ld

of nuclear safety.

For Instance, detection of weak points in the design of safety systems has been

one of the most essential tasks of re l iabi l i ty analyses. A similar direction is

taken in the comparative analysis of re l iabi l i ty of system variants to decide

which variant should be prefered. Reliability analyses are also applied to

optimize maintenance procedures and to evaluate maximum allowable repair times

for components in redundant systems.

Frequently the analysis 1s done for a single system, e.g. the reactor protection

system. By this way the interrelation of different systems on the overall re l iab i l i ty

can not be taken Into account. I t 1s therefore more preferable to analyse

systems rel iabi l i ty during accident conditions:
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- small leaks,
- reactor protection,
- high pressure injection,
- containment isolation.

Reliability analyses are carried out for the design and safety assessment of
nuclear plants as well as within the scope of safety research. This relates
not only to Light-Water-Reactors, the reactor type which is commercially used
in Germany, but also for the new reactor concepts of HTR and FBR and for fuel cycle
faci l i t ies.

In some instances, application of probabilistic methods is required by rules
and regulations. The safety criteria of the Federal Minister of the Interior
demand that: "To verify the balance of the safety concept and to supplement the
deterministic methods of safety assessment of reactors, the rel iabil i ty of
safety-related systems and main components should be evaluated using probabilistic
methods as far as this is possible according to the state of the art with suff i -
cient accuracy".

Let me now turn to the topic of risk studies.

In reliabil i ty analyses we calculate the failure probability of systems.
In addition by risk analyses the probability and the extent of possible consequeji
ces, inside and outside the plant, resulting from system failures are calculated.
Such investigations are being carried out in Germany for various nuclear plants.

Among these studies the risk study for a nuclear power plant with PWR is the
most detailed up to now. The study refers to the Biblis B plant, a KWU-type
PWR with a rated thermal power of 3750 MW, which started commercial operation
in January 1976. The study considers typical German site conditions. Methods and
assumptions followed largely the U.S. reactor safety study. Results of the f i rs t
phase of the German study have been published last year.

I had the occasion to present results of the study in a lecture last year in
Rio de Janeiro. I wil l be very brief 1n this respect.

The total probability of accidents which may result in a core melt was estimated

to 10 7yv. Main contributions to the overall probability are shown in the f i rs t

slide (F ig. l ) . As 1t can be seen the most Important contribution to the overall

core melt probability 1s coming from small leaks and transients. The contribution
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of large leaks Is quite small.

In the next slide (Fig.2) the complementary cumulative probability distribution

of early fatal i t ies is shown. I t is important to note that less then one percent

of core melt accidents would lead to severe consequences in the environment of

the plant. •

The next slide (Fig.3) shows individual risk data.

Steps in the direction of comprehensive risk studies for other types of nuclear

plants include the investigations of the German concept of a gas-cooled high

temperature reactor, the HTR-116O, following in principle the example of the U.S.

AIPA study. The f i rs t phase of the HTR-Study has been completed recently.

Investigations directed towards a risk estimation are also being performed for

reprocessing and waste disposal fac i l i t ies . Those investigations are important

to identify weak points. However the interpretation of results should be done

yéry carefully due to the obvious lack of data and engeering details for

installations which exist only in the design stage.

Let me switch over to risk analyses in general.
•

In a risk analysis the necessitiy to trace physical accident sequences down to
'the release of fission products into the open atmosphere, to determine the
dispersion of the fission products in the environment and to calculate possible
damage extents creates additional problems. Some of the required analytical
methods and parameters can be adopted from other activities, like accident
analyses within the scope of licensing procedures, and from results of reactor
safety.research projects, e.g. from the core meltdown analysis. Others, however,
had to be newly developed on the basis of available knowledge, e.g. models to
determine the consequences of an accident.

For risk analyses, which are aimed at a realistic assessment, best estimate
assumptions are required. This applies not only to the calculation of probabilities
but also to the analysis of accident sequences. The evaluation models used for
accident analyses within the licensing procedure are aimed at a pessimistic
approach. In the long term, best estimate models must be made available. In this
context efforts are being made to determine the confidence levels of the physical
analysis of accident consequences. In principle, methods and data for quantitati-
ve risk assessment are available. At present, knowledge 1s Insufficient for an
entirely realistic analysis (in contrast to the usual pessimistic view). In many
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instances, one has to rely on experts estimations and, therefore, uncertainty
ranges are relatively large.

In connection with risk analyses often the problem of completeness is discussed.
Obviously, it is impossible in practice, to analyze all initiating events and
their consequences. Thus, the detailed analysis has to investigate such an
initiating event which cover all the others with regard to consequences.
Accordingly, the estimated frequency of an initiating event has to include
contributions, from other subsumed events. Possible accident sequences resulting
from an initiating event are systematically arranged and their frequencies
and consequences are assessed. Of course, there remains in principle the eventua
lity to miss essential effects or to underestimate frequencies.

At the time of the TMI-accident the German Risk Study had been almost complete.
The question has been asked, if the sequence of events occuring at TMI had been
considered in sufficient detail. The transition from a transient to a small
leak, like in TNI, had been recognized as an important contribution to the risk
in the early stage of the work (3 years ago). At TMI the leak could be closed
after some time. However, significant portions of the coolant had already been
lost. Thus, the reactor had to be cooled with'only a portion of its normal
inventory.

Because the study pessimistically did not take acocunt for the reestablishment
of failed system functions, the actual sequence of events occuring at TMI has
not been considered. As for this case a total core melt has been assumed.

The systematic approach of risk analyses renders omissions improbable. However,
a positive proof of completeness is not possible. In any case, the qualification
of the analyst and the detailed knowledge of respective systems play an essential
role.

In spite of such problems, risk analyses are influencing safety research and
licensing procedures, mostly with respect to details of safety design. So the
German risk study has given rise to quite a number of Improvements in the PUR
plant design.

However , also general aspects have become evident, which, in the long term,
may Influence the safety concept. For Instance, risk studies - coincidently
with the TMI-experience - have grought into focus the great Inportance of the
containment for risk reduction. This has already resulted In Investigations of '
possible Improvements of the containment function.
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The systematics of risk studies allow a crit ical and objective check of the

spectrum of accidents which is taken into account within the safety design.

Reactor safety research is influenced by risk analyses in two regards. Risk

studies give also a better basis to decide to which extent results of research

projects can help to reduce nuclear risks.

An increased application of the risk concept in the f ie ld of nuclear safety

wil l confront us - apart from engineering aspects - with pol i t ical , legislative

and psychological problems. The limited time for presentation does not allow

to discuss these problems to some length. I wi l l touch only a few points.

The problem of fixing a certain risk is primarily of political nature.

From the discussion of risks i t has been learned, that the eventuality of large

extended damages, although expected with very low probabilities, could play a

role in decision making. The demand seems to arise, to l imit frequencies as well

as the potential extent of damage by inherent engineered safeguards.

The situation is complicated by the fact that the individual perception of risk

may largely differ from actual or estimated risk. Recent investigations at MIT

have shown that the quantitative measure of accepted risks may differ by several

.orden of magnitudes. According to this work, individual risks of death by

accident resulting from well known causes, being tolerated voluntarily,

•considered controlable, and affecting only a few persons simultaneously with

some time delay, are accepted i f their probability Is 10 to 10 * per year

and person. For risks of death by accident of complementary nature, l ike novel

causes, involuntarily tolerated, immediate consequences assumed to be uncontrolable
-9

and catastrophic as a single event, the acceptance level is as low as 10 per

year and person.

I t 1s necessary to make more use of an approach in balancing risks. However, the

element of benefit has to be included in an overall risk estimation.

We all know that there is an extremely di f f icul t task as we even don't agree on

the simpler part in determining the risk of industrial installations.
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